The ultimatum:

Looking ahead

by Christopher Sann

The goal of the Clinton administration's Reduced Pesticide Initiative (R.P.I.) — to reduce total pesticide usage 50% by the year 2000 through the adoption of integrated pest management in 75% of production agriculture — is more than this administration's response to the Supreme Court's upholding the "no tolerance" wording of the Delaney clause. This initiative represents the culmination of public, environmental, and scientific concerns as well as government regulatory responses to the issue of pesticide safety.

These issues have been debated since the very establishment of the federal Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.) in 1970 and clearly this initiative does not represent new topics for discussion, but rather is presented as an ultimatum to the agriculture community.

Change in E.P.A. tactics

Until now, most of the efforts of the E.P.A. have been focused around the edges of pesticide usage and have been primarily pointed at reducing accidental pesticide exposures and spills, removing dangerous materials from the marketplace, establishing pesticide exposure and tolerance thresholds, and raising the level of professionalism of the pesticide application industry. This new R.P.I. represents an historic departure from these policies and exemplifies the E.P.A.'s first attempt to dramatically reduce total pesticide usage. Under R.P.I., the E.P.A. will have the power to phase down the use of a pesticide and the power to remove a dangerous pesticide from the marketplace. This means that the E.P.A. will henceforth be able to mandate a reduction in use of a particular pesticide based on the total quantity of use of that pesticide rather than the current cost/benefit standard. Although the E.P.A. has publicly stated that this new policy will apply only to production agriculture, previous experience with such assurances as well as private conversations with state regulatory officials indicate that these new standards will eventually apply to all segments of the pesticide application industry. This enhanced regulatory power will revolutionize all aspects of the pesticide application business, whether in agriculture, horticulture, or turfgrass management.

Tough start for integrated pest management

Establishing widespread acceptance of integrated pest management techniques in the turfgrass management industry, with integrated pest management's emphasis on reduced pesticide usage through adherence to strict action thresholds and precise timing of pesticide applications based on pest life-cycles, will be considerably more complicated than just swapping one management strategy for another. By comparison, unlike the slow incremental imposition of pesticide regulations that has marked the last 20 years of regulation of turf management activities by the E.P.A., this new initiative will be a quantum leap. Beyond the natural resistance that always develops in trying something new, implementing integrated pest management will necessitate major changes in approach and attitude by agriculture, horticulture, and turfgrass managers. Integrated pest management techniques are pest and site specific.

More regimented approach needed

The use of integrated pest management requires a much more regimented approach to the process of gathering facts than is currently practiced. Integrated pest management techniques establish threshold standards for implementation of pesticide-based control actions. They recognize a broader set of possible solutions to pest problems based on pest life cycles, and require much higher levels of pest specific knowledge to successfully implement than the ill-defined and inconstant set of standards that represent the current state-of-the-art of data gathering in turfgrass management. For example, the blanket, preventive pesticide applications based on the calendar day of the year, which is often today's standard operating procedure, will be no longer be possible. In the future a pesticide application will have to be qualified through the accurate identification of pests, quantified to see if the pest population meets action thresholds, and justified by an analysis of the current life cycle stage of the pest before the chemical control application will be made. In the case of the newly proposed "prescription status pesticide" procedures for known ground water contaminating chemicals, the standards will require that after the application has been justified by the use of integrated pest management techniques, prior written approval must be obtained before that prescription pesticide can be applied.
Managers will have fewer tools

In addition to fostering integrated pest management implementation, the new initiative will increase the level of safety testing required of manufacturers to obtain new use-registrations or to maintain an existing pesticides’ use-registration. In the next three years, implementation of these higher safety standards will lead to a substantially reduced number of chemical tools on which managers will be able to count. Fully two-thirds of the more than 600 pesticides currently registered for use have not been fully tested for human and environmental safety. Many narrow-use products may be lost because manufacturers will choose to stop making them rather than meet the new safety standards. And some broad-use pesticides may make label modifications that will restrict their use in turf management.

For what ever reason, three years from now, there will be fewer chemical pesticides available for use by turfgrass managers. But lower turfgrass quality won’t fly. The public’s heightened chemical paranoia has led to a substantial increase in questioning of turf and agricultural managers about the use of their chemical tools. Yet, at the same time, demonstrating its typical schizophrenia, the public has indicated that with the expected reduction in pesticide usage it will not tolerate any reduction in quality.

Food shoppers want fewer pesticides to be used to produce their food, but they are unwilling to accept some of the inevitable reduction in quality that will come with this reduction in pesticide usage. Golf course superintendents are under increasing pressure from golfers and greens committees to reduce pesticide usage, yet the same golfers have let superintendents know that they expect current course playability to be maintained.

How to keep up quality with fewer tools?

Turfgrass managers are stuck. They know that any substantial reduction in total pesticide use under the current management strategies will lead to a substantial reduction in turfgrass quality. Tinkering around with current strategies might be able to deliver pesticide use reductions of from 10% to 15%, but even that modest level of reduction would require a substantial effort.

Tinkering with decreased herbicide and insecticide usage might produce some significant pesticide use reductions without a substantial impact on turf quality, but restricting chemical fungus control applications, for example, would prove problematic as turfgrass quality would vary dramatically, depending on the disease to be controlled and current weather conditions. Clearly, modifying current turfgrass management techniques will not be able to reach the initiative’s stated goals of 50% reduction in total pesticide usage by the year 2000. What is needed is a different approach.

Problem solver: integrated pest management

The pressure on the pesticide applications industry to maintain both food quality and turfgrass aesthetic standards while reducing chemical inputs will continue to increase. New biologically based pesticides will be able to replace some of the chemical pesticides. But more than anything, this pressure will put an increasing premium on the accurate and timely use of those chemical tools that remain.

When turfgrass managers use a chemical pesticide, they must be sure of the pest with which they are dealing, have a good idea about the size of the pest population, and the present life cycle stage of the pest. The full implementation of turfgrass integrated pest management techniques offer the only realistic format to accomplish this increasingly difficult juggling act. Whether or not we like it, turfgrass managers in the year 2000 and beyond will be using integrated pest management.
Editor's update

Where we stand

by Todd Natkin

During my first few months at Turf Grass Trends I have had the opportunity to examine many of the issues facing the turfgrass management community and to consider how best they should be reported to you, our readers. Here are a few of the changes that we hope to make and that you should be seeing in the next few months. First, Turf Grass Trends will adjust its editorial schedule to give you the latest news about turfgrass management on a seasonally adjusted basis. Stories relating to summer turfgrass issues will be published earlier in the spring to allow you to make the best use of this information when it is most needed. Issues of importance during the winter months will appear in the early fall.

Turf Grass Trends will put the information you need into your hands before you actually need it. A feature which we hope to publish each month starts with this issue. Our Ask the Expert feature addresses three issues presented to us by our subscribers.

Turf Grass Trends is published to help you with complex turfgrass management issues and each month we would like to publish questions of general interest along with the responses provided by our panel of experts. In order to do this, however, we need those questions. Please send them to us using one of the methods listed in our Ask the Expert information box in this issue. While we cannot answer each question individually, we will publish in-depth responses monthly for the benefit of all our readers.

Coming soon: cumulative index

In our October 1994 issue Turf Grass Trends published an index of articles every issue since its inception.

We are preparing a cumulative subject index to make Turf Grass Trends your one-stop research library for turfgrass management issues. And, most importantly, those back issues are still available from the publisher. Until that subject matter index is published, however, we can check our back issue records for any subject issue which might be of interest — please call, write, or e-mail if we can help you with any turfgrass management problem.

Major regulatory changes coming

Turf Grass Trends will provide you with extensive coverage of the upcoming renewal and revision of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) as well as an expected overhaul of the major EPA regulations affecting turfgrass pesticides. The proposed EPA regulations, which are expected in early 1995, may result in entirely new strategies for turfgrass pest management and you can be sure that we will keep you informed as soon as the proposed regulations are published for public comment.

The future of turf management

In this issue we welcome a new contributor: Joel Simmons, president of Earthworks Natural Organic Products of Martins Creek, PA. We also present Christopher Sann's view of turf management developments well into the 21st century. As a turfgrass professional, Sann is already thinking about how his business will evolve to handle the problems of the future and how all turfgrass managers will make best use of new technology. Of course, you can count on Turf Grass Trends to be one of your primary turfgrass management tools so long as there is turfgrass to manage.

Turf Grass Trends is here to help you

Our goal is to make Turf Grass Trends an indispensable knowledge base for turfgrass managers.

As you can see from our index in the October 1994 issue, we have already achieved coverage of many important turfgrass issues. And each subject will be revisited whenever advances in technology or techniques become available to our community.
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